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Molly Germain Clark is a sophomore Photojournalism major from Atlantic, Iowa. In her free time, she enjoys singing, photography, and working at the Superdog and Gyro Stands.

Dylan Dorsey is a sophomore in Construction Engineering.

Kayla Ann Kaufman studies Spanish and English, and is involved in theatre and music. “One Woman Ovation” was inspired by her mother during the curtain call of A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, ISU Theatre’s Stars Over VEISHEA 2008 production.

Kendra Kavan is a sophomore in English: Rhetoric and Professional Communication from Wahoo, NE.

Molly McDonald is a senior in Animal Ecology, Religious Studies, and English. She wishes she had a tail and a beard, but will settle for being published in Sketch.

Chelsea Reynolds is a graduate student in ISU’s Greenlee School of Journalism and Communication. She completed a B.A. in Magazine Journalism and a minor in English in December 2008. Chelsea has been employed in magazine publishing at Meredith Corporation for roughly two years, and recently began work as a graduate assistant doing public relations and communications for the ISU Architecture Department. Poetry helps her maintain sanity and foster creativity while focusing on a more corporate mindset.

(cont.)
Anna Swinehart is a 5th year architecture student. She is from Cedar Rapids. She took the picture of the Pantheon while studying abroad last Spring semester with the College of Design Rome Program.

Rachel Wright is a junior double-majoring in English Literature and Integrated Studio Arts. She hopes to mix the written word with the visual world and someday become a graphic novelist.

Nick Yancey is a junior in Linguistics. He will (perhaps) graduate May of 2011, after which he plans on graduate school in England for historical linguistics or seminary somewhere in the eastern United States. He finds endless sources for discussion in language, religion, philosophy, music, food, and travel. This is his second Sketch submission.